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THE
OF THE CRICKET #16 (00)
CRUMBLING RELICS
AFTER MIDNIGHT EXTRA =
BANK THING AT MIDNIGHT
THE DARK SCHLOSS
SELECTED WRITINGS ON THE CTHULHU MYTHOS
OF Raw. HEDGE
2
THE HUNTER OF THE DARK
=
IBID
CHARNEL

GLYPHS

= 11
31

— Smith
Hill =
2
Hall = = 11
Frierson
Hunt er
Indick =
(Baker )

6
32

= (Warren)

EVERMI$T

THE INNER DARK =

11- THE ELTDOWN SHARDS

210
21 c

16:

THE ANNALS OF PNATH
OUTRE #3 =
ZARFHAANA #8 =
LETTERS FROM LENG
=
ELDRITCH LEANINGS
DARK ESSENGER #9
NECROPHANTASY ONE
POTPOURRI FOR HALLOWMAS7 1976
EFFORTS FROM CHURNING FINGERS
ANCHORITE
THE
DAGONIS
THE CASUIST
AFTER MIDNIGHT #8
THE MISKATONIC
UNAUSSPRECHILCHEN SCHRIFTEN
SONE LOVECRAFTIAN NOTES
HOUSECLEANING
ARKI--IAM
TOOTH & NAIL #16 =
YAANEK #3
NARRATIVES OF SHIPWRECKS,

— Wallace
Metzger
12
Culp
1+7
Shea
-Lord
Eber
Hart
Bu-mham
Syrague
= 18
Drake
Larson
= 12
Moudry
= 13
Boerem
2
Bryant

- 17

Biggers
Everts
Bryant
Webbert
Schultz
Everts

- 29
13
- 22
12
13

C)

1

11 (2
= 11 (3
Connors:
(detzel)= 1+2(4
Total for 168

Since there Vs almost no space left, 1011 merely state that the deadline
for one and all.
for Mlgc 17 is
Wednesday, 2 February, 1977
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(1) Cliff Bigger's micro—elite typevmiter averages
the same number of words/page ag an average
FOOTNOTES (n)
elite, so his half-sized gubmigsion receives full
credit for the number of pages submitted (al—
thoug•ihe almost received 1,001 penalty pages for
that untypeable titlet )
(2) Dave's submission has had prior distribution and
Also, he asked me to
thus does not reoelue minac credit for the
he referred to in a
that
point out that the mysteriously missing cover
one
previous submission somehow appeared on this
(3) Randy franked through this interesting iten for
the Poesque amongst us, for which I thank him,
(4) Waitlister George Wetzel is co—editor of
uit.v with Scottg hence the strange lay-out under the "perpetrator
ac—
column. He will continue to co-edit the zine, and when/ if he goes
hie
maintain
to
tive, must have his creditable minac in that zine
membership (to forestall future questions). I trust that Scott & George
will continue plainly crediting all writing In their zlne,
Last mlg ts 00 wag the most

error/typo-studed Item to
typer in
sneak from even
some time; I managed to typo
my own addresst When I dig—
alerted the Friendly Post
immediately
I
covered the mistake in address
the mig-addressed
snared
successfully
they
Awful Officials here, and
major mistake In
a
correct
to
trying
from
items. The problem stemmed
stencil tear on
proofed)
carefully
(and
original
the 00 and having the
the conretyping
hastily
and
copies,
ten
the mimeo within the first
the 00
time
around
this
me,
on
down
leering
tents page. With Cthulhu
things
such
mill I '11 fare better with
IN WHICH A RED-TENTACLED OE 'FESSES UP

I tve had 'more trouble

with

the local

UPS a gervioe i'

for this mlg than I tve ever had with Uncle Sugar is
Pewt Awful. After posting me a postcard notifying
me of the arrival of Randy Everts' and Bob Cuips e
submission (instead of delivering it to the Amere
they'd done since I took over from ROEger), and
ad
loan Studies office
the parcels within three days (t ) of mailing
return
then proceeded to
long and hot conversation with UPS' local
a
the notification. After
file with no less than three delivery
on
card
flunky, he now has a
to phone me, so that I ean pick up
agreed
drops for me, and has
Roger) trust them to the dubious
offense,
no
(take
myself, rather than
So, if you Intend to send your
routemen,
their
intelleotual powers of
please use this form of my adfuture
the
in
submissions to me by UPS
NOTE TO UPS USERS

dregs j

J. L. Moudry,

Jr.

POB 1205
Tuscaloosa, AL 35401
PHONE: 759-1307, after 5
WILL PICK UP
and hopefully
it
back
to
you.
send
1411 be able to snare it before they
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THE COMPANY OF DAMOCLES

Berglund = = =
=
Boerem
Collins
=
Conder
=

6pp
2+pp
6pp
6pp

The following members owe the Indicated
number of creditable pages by the deadline
for Mailing 17 to maintain their membershipg
In the Order

Duerr —

= 6pp
= 6pp
= 1+pp

Nelly

6pp
= 6pp
= 6pp
- 3PPJ

Webbert
= 6pp
Kimber
Lord
= 3pp
A brief note on calotAat1nx minacs if you fail to have six pages of
creditable material In a
both rOEger and I
mailing, you will owe minac with the next mailing,
have calculated such things, minac is based on the current mailing +
the next (not prior) mailing, For example, Dave Drake hag six creditab—
le pages in this mailing, so he does not owe any for Mlg 17 ; In con—
trast, Gelnn Lord has three creditable pages In Mlg 16, and, although
he had 4pp in MIg 15, he yet owes the amount Indicated above.

meet
John Gates, Charles Korbas and Dave Smith failed
dripped
been
INS & OUTS
their minimum a 'tivity requirements and have
from the roster. Dave, In a letter, said that he's now
devoting all of his time to writing for professional
sale} I'm certain that we all wish him the best of "luck"
in sueh a
area. Gentlemen, the Waitinglist would be hon—
oured to hold your names
Three of the waitlisters who were invited to join the Order with this
mailing failed to have their submissions in by the deadline, and to
date I eve heard nothing from them. Hence Walter Coslet, Frank StaUff
and Thomas Reid have been dropped from the limbo that they inhabited
last mailing.

Sprague End Bill Wallace hafe
Invited waitlisters Cliff Biggersj
completed all of the requirements for membership with this mailing, and
have had their names •+ed to the roster. Welcome, gentlemen (and wel—
come back, Bill).

And even before I had the chance to invite them to membership with Mig
17, waitlisters Bill Hart and Barry Hunter managed to become *Instant
Members* with this mailing, and have thug aad their names added to the
ever—changing roster; welcomes are due here, also.
Even with all of this activity in and about the roster, there are still
four vacancies, sot
Peter Cannon &
David R. Warren
Stuart Schiff and hereby inJoel Ruimy
vited to submit six or more creditable pages by the next deadline, as
well ag the amount outstanding on their first year: s dues, and Join us
on that hyperactive roster.
And finally, the following members owe their
Ken Faig
deadline: Paul Berglund
Meade Frierson
Roger Bryant
Lawson Hill
Randy Everts
Ben Indick

annual dues with the next
Arthur Metzger
Dirk Mosig
Dave Schultz
Jim Webbert.
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EARTHSEA PUBLICATIONS GOES SEMI-PUBLIC
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Or, the OF* s head turns
softer than Its norm. Since
I'm now the proud owner of

a venerable hand—inked Gee—

tetner, I cve decided to offer

a printing service to members and waitlisters of the Order. This Isn't
a get—rich-quick scheme, and the stipulations for me printing for you
should help prove that, but I do feel that a printing OE is a desire—
able attribute for an apa,
If you want me to do your submissions for you (this offer applies for
), please read and observe the following:

pre—
1) You must use nine hole American Gestetner stencils, and

pare them as instructed on the package.
sheet),
2) The printing charge is realitively highs 504/page (not
the
submission;
your
of
copies
stepled
ihich gets you sixty collated and
posted.
Is
mlg
the
extra ten being sent by slow-boat after

3) The stencils must be in my hands no later than three weeks
prior to the deadline.

This could turn into another
VPS
horror story, but to keep
CAME IN
WRAPPER THE MEMBERS'
(and more or less
simple
it
clean), the hundred jetpacks
that I ordered from Chicago
to
didn't arrive in time for me to use them for this mig. Trying not
and
jetpacks
recycleable,
Rnic I dragged out all of my stored, but
this
discovered that I had enough of them for the members' sets of
University's
in
the
hour
lunch
a
during
mlg, and printed a nailing label
& this
print lab. (Printer's note: the large type on the mailing label
so
I
•ve
yet,
identify
to
able
been
00 is an old one that we haven't
crisp
nice,
to
back
be
should
we
mlg
next
With
named it Y ig
jetpacks.

The next two paces of the 00 are de—
voted to the annual Polls, which I
upon myself to admin—
have taken
ister (since my opponent for OE is
Mr Write—ln). The new ,form of the
to
at trying to both salvage it,
attempt
an
Annual Laureate Poll is
donated
the
require
have
I
membership.
the
from
bring a better response
SASE appears in every mem—
ed number of first—class stamps so that an
minutes to fill out the
few
necessary
the
bergs bundle. PLEASE take
the stated deadline.
before
back
it
post
enclosed (green) sheet and
grand totals) will ap—
(and
categories
various
The tabulation for the
mailing.
nex+,
the
in
pear ag a separate submission
THE oeLECTION & C.D.aWARb POLL

I 'd best take the few remaining
lines of this stencil and remind
A BRIEF ASIDE TO THE WAITINGLIS'T
the Waitinglist that I must re—
oeive written notification of eon—
tinued interest in remaining on the
I do not re—
form them, and that
00
Waitinglist and reception of the
dropped
be
will
culprit
the
that
ceive this twice in an many mailings
names).
And
offenders'
the
beside
appears
from the Waitinglist (an
Invitation.
awaited
long
the
finally, a "00 beside your name lg
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THE ANNUAL ESOTERIC ORDEH OF DAGON

LAUREATE POLL

This year I have taken it upon
myself to try to change the Order' g

Annual Achievement Awards (known
as the Charles Dexter aWards)
from their previous form to one
that I trust will graner more
response from the rank and file
of the membership. As Ben Indick
pointed out, in his submission for
Mailing 14, there hag been very
little represenatlve response in
past PRIIs and if more were not
forthcoming they should be dropped
as non—viable. This is something
that I personally would hate to
gee happen, since the members'

work is a constant source of de—
light and pleasure to me and I
think that recognition should be
given the year's best work.
In an attempt at better response
to the Poll I have, after giving
the matter some thought, devised
the ballot that appears on the
reverse of this sheet. There are
no prizes for "winning" any cate—
gory of the Poll (or garnering
the largest number of total led
points), and there should be no
" loosers tt either

The VOting rules are (hopefully )
simple, with one exception, For
each mailing that a person has
been a member of the Order during
Mlgs 13—16 inclusive he is allot—
ted 75 points, up to a total of
300. These 300 points should be
apportioned to persons deserving
recognition for material deae
during the period the poll covers,
so long as not more than 10
points Is given any single member
in a single category. Members
should not vote for themselves,
nor should they have a total number of points showing on their
ballot in excess of that go caleu—
lated above.
Newer members who contributed to

the Order during Mlgs 13—16 are
allotted 7.5points for each mig
in which they had material while
yet waitlligters, u? to the 300
point maximum.

As a member I have contributed
the necessary number of 13ß
stamps for the SASEs for the
membership, hoping that thig will
enlarge the voting turn-out.
Members
will find a legal—
of
E17äSÄSfi containing a
the ballot printed on green
paper; this Is the official bal—
lot, and only it will be counted.
Please remember
lot so that the
can be added to
ballots will be

to sign your bal—
voting J'bonus"
your total. All
secrets

The categories, with a few ex—
ceptions, are self—explanltory.
"Hale fellow" is a catch—all and
may well be used for "favorite

member(s) ,t' service to the Order,

"Wild card" is exactly that,
and if you wish to state what the
wild card points are given for,
feel free to use the back of the
ballot for that purpose 9
The "Best 0Zine" category ig a
bit different from #2 of the gridi
and is not a part of the points.
Rather p a first-place vote is count—
ed as three points; a seeand—piaoe
two,
could el then be a
single submission or a regular
one (If voting for a single issue,
please so designate it).
PLEASE remember to vote j And that
the deadline for the Poll and
OE1ect10n Ballot is 15 January,

1977.

—-00000--

Charles Dexter award & OE1eotion
Ballot

THE 1976

PROCEDUREt In the
past the
turn-out for the an—
nual Laureate Polls
have not been the best
and I tve taken it upen
myself to experiment
with a new form of the
procedure/ballot before
doing away with the
instrument (as has al—
ready been suggested).
This year there are
no prizes for winning
any of the categories,
but rather the feeling
of Pride for having
been voted "best" by
peers .

To the right appears
a grid of the Order's

membership, Each member of the Order Is
given 75 points per
mailing during which
he has either been a
member of the Order
or contributed materi—
al while waitlisting
before becoming a
member, for a total of
ZOO points. These
points should be ap—
portioned on the grid
to the various names
as each member deems
appropriate,

withi -the

prohibitions that no
member either votes
for himself or gives
more than 10 points to
any member for a single category. Members
who complete the ballot
and return it by the
deadline will receive
"bonus" of 10 points
for voting. An SASE is
enclosed, and the deadline for voting is
January,

1

2

Drake
buerr
Eber
Everts

Fat

Fri erg

fall

Hill
Indick
Ki ber
Lord
Morris
Mosi
Moudr
Neil
Shea
Schultz
Smith
9pra e
Wallace
web
Williamso

The categories are defined as for
best (/most) 8
1 B scholarly

6. commentabie

2, regular submission 7. mailing eemmentg
30 fiction &/or poetry 8. "Hale Fellow"
14,.
humour
9. "Wild Card"
50 graphics/artwork
Best 'Zinej

differs from #2 above. )

for the

Joe Moudry
'Write-In

(

(This is for the sub—

mission that you eon—
sider to be
the mest
consistant exeelienee &

3.

1977 •

The OE1ecVion ballot
may be found on the
lower right of this
sheet.

Member
æx•glund
Bi erg
Boerem
ryan
Bur ha
Collins
Conder
Connors

Poll
those of 19?6)),

Official

Editor 8
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THE ROSTER
lgrraoe, ,NC 2851$3 (17)
1210 Inchon St TargTa i
(20)
621 Olive St Cedartown, GA 30125
(19)
1012 •LaDeney Dr Ontario, CA 91762
(17)
1019 Cordove Ave Akronj OH 4 14320
(20)
1051 Wellington Rd Lawrence; KS 66044
10009(18)
POB 1261 Stuyvesant' sta New York,
(19)
75460
st Paris,
4th
(18)
6004 Kingston Dr uniquippa, PA 15001
(20)
2563 Hunter Ter. Fort Myers, FL 33901
(18)
27514
NC
Hill,
POB 904 Chapel(19)
32751
FL
Maitland,
House
12 Arlington
CA
Beach,
Long
#1023
Ave
4801 Clair Del

Paul Berglund
CLIFF BIGGERS
3. R. Boerem
Roger Bryant
5. Crispin Burnham
6. Tom Collins
7. Andy Conder
8. Scott, Connors
9. Robert Culp
10. David Drake
11. Howard Duerr
12. Bob Eber

90807

R. Alain Everts9
POB 864 Madison, WI 53701
Ken
111 i, Church st #705 Evanston, IL 60201
154 Meade Frierson, 111 3705 Woodvale Rd Birmingham, AL 35223
Loay.Hall
802 E. Bridge Blackwell, 0K 74631
ti7. Bill' Hart
222 N. Muller #75B Anaheim, CA 92801
3952 W. Dundee Rd Northbrook, IL 60062
18. Lawson Hill
119, Barry Hunter
8 Wakefield PI Rome, GA 30161
428 Sagamore Ave, Teaneck, JN 07666
20. Ben Indick
21. Gary Kimber
139 Highview Ave Scarborough ONT MIN 2J2
Canada
Vista Grande Ave Los Altos, CA 94022
22. Randy Larson
23. Glenn Lord
POB 775 Pasadena, TX 77401
1171 Need Rd Cincinnati, OH 45238
24. Arthur Metzger
500 Wellesley SE Albuquerque, NM 87106
25. Harry Morris8
Dept Psych GSWC Americus, GA 31709
26. Dirk Mosig
POB 1205 Tuscaloosa, AL 35401
27. Joe Moudry
17 Albert Ave West Barrington, RI 02890
28. Kennett, Nelly
10621 Governor Ave Cleveland, OH 14411i
29. J. Vernon Shee
3019 N 79th st Milwaulkee, WI 53210
30. David Schultz
1509 Mar-Les Dr Santa Ana, CA 92706
31. Reg Smith
295 West Ave. Rochester, NY 124611
t#32e MARK SPRACVE
3205 Helms +2 Austin, TX 78705
233. BJLL WALLACE
3925 W. Missouri Phoenix, AZ 85019
314. Jim Webbert
POB 68 Elizabethtown, PA 17022
35. Chet Williamson
13.

t = ,new member

/

COA

* = nonresponse from wtlstr

(17)
(17)
(20)
(20)
(17)
(20)
(17)

(20)
(20)
(20)
(17)
(17)
(20)
(18)
(18)
(17)
(18)
(20)
(20)
(17)
(20)

N = new wtlstr

THE WAITINGLIST

David warren
Joel Rulmy
Cannon
O, Pet-,er
Stuart Schiff
Bob Weinberg
2. George Inzer
3. Michael Beasley
Bernadette Bosky

POB 2? La Belle, FL 33935
769 Algonquin Ave Montreal, Quebec

ICS
Canada
•10024

($1)

1
575 West End Ave New York, NY
1
POB 904 Chapel Hill, NC 27514
10606 S Central Park Chicago, IL 60655
POB 91 State University, AK 72467
(1)
Dept English Enterprise Jr College Enterprise,
AL 36330
($1)
2909 Lake Placid Ln Northbrook, IL 60062 ($1)

PAGE 8
* 5.
N 6.
N 7.
N 8.
N 9.
NIOe
11.
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55
George Wetzel
Ln Owings Mill,
2111?
4729 S Arvilla Dr Toldeo, OH 43623
Andy Whitehead
c/0 105 Orville Dr Bohemia,
Larry Baker
11716
Terry Dale
POB 214 Blackwell, 0K 74631
Brian Perry
34 Lake Ave Binghamton,
13905
John Gates
POB 11031 Montgomery, AL 36111
This
reserved for

(1)
(1)
($1)

00000
RULES
of
The Esoteric Order of Dagon

I. The Esoteric Order of Dagon is a quarterly amateur press aggo—
ciation devoted to the works and life of Howard Phillips Love"
craft, the Lovecraft Circle, and the Weird Tales tradition.
Il; Membership
1. Membership in the
Is limited to 39 (thrice 13) members,
who have
dues of $2.00 per year (four mailings), and who
fulfill the requi±emehts as set forth In Section 1182.
Minumum Activity
ig six standard—
members In the
size pages of printed or duplicated material every two
mailings.
B. Five of the six pages must be the member's own writing and/
or art work, and all six must not have been circulated else c•
where prior ro the deadline of the mailing In which they
are to appear,

C. Any other material, pre—eirculated or not, the member's own
work or not, may also be contributed to the mailings, but
the minimum requirements must be met In order to retain
membership.
D. 50 identical copies of each submission are required; format
and reproduction are the option of the member as long as
they meet the minimum requirements and are legible (as de—
termined by the OE, who will see all copies). The member is
responsible for printing his own submission and sending 50
copies to the OE before the deadline. Submissions shoU1d .al e
ways be pre—collated and bound with at least two staples
per copy.
x 11" format; smaller
A page is defined as a standard
formats may be submitted, but for minimum page credit the
page count must equal six standard pages.
F. Failure to meet the minimum activity requirements results
In the member being dropped from the roster of the
G. Considering the nature and purpose of the E*O*D, a member
may receive minimum activity credit for material that he
reprints in his submislion, as long as the reprinted mate—
rial Is out of an obscuve source and has not seen print
within the last decade. Minimum activity credit Is given
for such material at the rate of: one page of reprinted
matter equals one—half page credit, through a total al—
Iowable minac credit of three (3) pages of reprint materiaÜ
s of creditable ma—
H. New members must have at least six
terlal (as defined in 1:28B in their first submission to

THE•CRY OF
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qualify for membership,
111,

The Waitinglist
1. A waitinglist is provided when there are no vacancies on the
roster.

2.

3.

Applicants will be placed on the waitingllst upon payment of
a $1.00 fee, which Is non—refundable, but may be applied to
the first year's dues. If the waitlister remains. on the wait—
Inglist for more than one year, an additional $1.00 will be
required from him upon joining, to help defray the cost of
mailing the 00 to him.
A, Waitlisters will be sent a copy of the Official Organ for
each mailing, and must notify the OE in writing, upon re—
oeiving It, that he is eti11 interested in becoming a mem—
berg
Be

If a waitlister Calls to acknowledge the 00 twice in as
many mailings, ho is automatically dropped from the wait—
inglist.

As vacancies occur, the OE will invite• the top waitlsster(s)
to send the amount outstanding on his first year rS dues
along with his first submission (as defined by 11:28B).
D. Waitlisters are encouraged to submit to the mailings while
on the waiting1E't.
C.

IV

Deadlines

t, The deadlines are: Candlemas (2 February), Roodmas (1 May),
Lammas (1 August) end Hallowmas (31 October).
2. When the deadline falls on a Sunday, that deadline is consid—
ered to be the 2æv3.ous day; I.e. Saturday.

30 Direct mailings and postmallings do not count for minimum ace
tivity credit.
V. Change of Address
The OE must be notifiea of a change of address (COA) by first—class
mail. A COA printed on the outside of a submission. or noe,ed with e
in a contribution, will not be considered official.

VI. The Official Editor
The Official Editor (0B) Is responsible for all phases of, the
operation of the
expected to produce the mailings on time
2. In particular, he
to the membership.
accounting
financial
a
and make
changes
or add to the Rules as
make
to
authoriseii
3. The OE is
the
wishes
of the membership Into
take
shou3.d
but
necessary,
change.
major
any
making
before
account
The OE is electea in the Hallowmas mailing, for a term of
one year (four mailings). Candidates must notify the pre—
sent OE of their intention to stand for office before 10
October.
B. A teller is appointed before the Hallowmas deadline and a
ullot (to be re±urned to the teller) is distributed in
the Hallowmas mailingj the results are announced In the 00
of the Candlemas mailing, and the new OE takes office after
that mailing bas been distributed.
C. Only persons who are full members of the E*O*D by the
Hallowmas mailing are eligible for OE and only they may
4

vote.

THE cmz OF
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De The OE may appoint an Emergency Offloer (EO) at his dig—
eression.

Extra Mailings
will be sent to the
1, An extra set of each mailing of the
John Hay Library of Brown University for its HOP. •Lovecraft
Collection.
2. A, The remaining extra sets of each mail Ing aro avalleble, at
$2.00 the set, to those on the waltlngligt, In the order of
their seniority.
Be If a waitlister submits material to a mailing (as defined
in
and sends money, he will receive a set of that
mailing, even If his seniority on the waitinglist would
not normally entitle him to one.
3. No one may purchase more than one set of each mailing.
Sets of each mailing may be sold only to waitllgters Cmemberg
receiving theirs automatically).

Ville The Annual Achievement Awards
to strengthen the quality of materail presented in
1. The
its mailings, shall sponsor an Annual Achievement (Laureate )
Award in appropriate categories.
2. Only members at the time of balloting are eligible, and only
they may vote.

00000

And after that exhausting (to stencil,'but hope—
SEALING THE CRYPT
fully not to read) listing of the Rules, yet
another Official Organ of the Order nears its
close. As always In this section, I have a few odds
and ends to insert that don et warrant topic headings of their own;
please read them all, as one may apply to you.
If you wish notification of the safe arrival of your submission (which,
considering the "service" we Ore labouring under, Is entirely understand—
postcard, with some kind of
able), please enclose a
be
able to immediately stick it
1
0
11
message to yourself on the back;
it, and not try to remember
leaving
before
in the maw of the Pest Awful
majority of submfsglons
vast
With
the
to type a letter the next day.
prior
ro the deadline, your
irunediately
days
arriving the two or three
contributions.
the
pile
of
buried
in
be
SASE could all too easily
A minimum of two (2) staples are reauired for multi—pageg submissions,
as Cliff Biggers forgot this timeo Your submissions are an Important
of each mailing, and I cn certain that you don't want them to be
,.toncf
lost In the collec vo

Donet let that SASE go to waste: remember to exercise your tastes, and
vote in the OE1ection and Annual aVJards.The deadline for'ballots is
15 January,

197? e

And lastly, the deadline for Mailing 17 is
Wednesday,

2 February, 1977

with 50. copies of yr. excellent material.

